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Description
I received two email notifications this morning in which Steve Real replied to this thread -https://commons.gc.cuny.edu/groups/cac-community-team-project-planning/forum/topic/mystery-help-page/
I've attached a screenshot of one of the RBE notifications I received (plain text version of email attached in addition to the
screenshot)
Oddly, on the forum thread itself, Steve's replies do not appear and the timestamp says it was last updated 7 months ago. And then it
mentions a "hidden voice," which is something I've never seen.
So, lots of weirdness going on
History
#1 - 2017-05-10 11:10 AM - Boone Gorges
- Assignee changed from Boone Gorges to Raymond Hoh
Fairly sure this is testing taking place on the dev server, so it's not something to worry about. Ray, can you verify?
#2 - 2017-05-10 11:18 AM - Matt Gold
- File original_msg (1).txt added
Hmmm. that would make sense. I'm now getting notifications of Steve's replies to a different thread
#3 - 2017-05-10 12:38 PM - Raymond Hoh
- Status changed from Assigned to Rejected
Yup, Steve is testing the quote feature on the development server.
I can see how you would get confused Matt as the development server uses the exact same URLs as the production server.
Perhaps I can add some content to emails on the development server to avoid this confusion.
#4 - 2017-05-10 01:39 PM - Matt Gold
Okay -- thanks, Ray. Yes, some notice on the email notifications would be helpful. thank you!
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